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Introduction
This paper describes some research which was carried out

at the Joint Unit for Planning Research of the University
of London, between 1964 and 1967. A full account of

this work will be published by Messrs, Heinemann during
1969; so that the present paper only sketches in the
outlines of the work. However, | hope it will be
sufficient to give a general idea of our approach.

Imagine that all the buildings in the city were arrayed
before us, in a single line. We should see an immense

variety of structures of all kinds, shapes and sizes. Some
of these buildings will be suitable for only a very few

activities, Concert halls, for example, are really only

according to general economic cycles and trends, local
demands for a particular type of building, or political
decisions. But because of the fairly permanent nature of
buildings and the cost of adapting, demolishing or
rebuilding them, changes in the "structural stock" of a

city occur fairly slowly.
Changes in the activity patterns of a city occur more

quickly. Indeed it is partly the ability of cities to
accomodate rapid changes in activities which gives them
their special place in the pattern of social life.
Sometimes changes in the activity pattern will require
the adaptation of existing accomodation from one type
to another but in any case we have all observed the

rapidly changing stream of social life in our cities.

able to accomodate a small variety of activities. Other
buildings can house a variety of activities. Georgian

The array of structural stock changes more slowly than

town houses may be used by single families, flats, small

the array of activities which flows through it. There is a
lag
between stock and activities which gives rise to

offices, factories or many other activities, Thus we might
re-arrange our array of accomodation so that at one

extreme we have very "highly specialized" accomodation
while at the other end of the array there are buildings
which can house a great variety of activities, they are

"non specialized".
We could arrange the activities of the city in a similar

fashion. We could identify those activities requiring a
very special kind of accomodation such as symphony
concerts, and those which are much less "specialized" in
their requirements; for example offices can be
accomodated in new office blocks, old houses or many

other building types.
We have erected two arrays. On one hand we have an

array of buildings, while on the other an array of
activities. In one way or another these two arrays match

each other, and the degree of fit between them offers
us some measure of the working efficiency of the city.

both costs and benefits in the work, shape and life of the
city. But the pattern is more complex than this, for
accomodation is fixed while activities are more mobile,

And the requirements of activities will vary in respect
of location and type of accomodation. For some kinds of
activities the type of accomodation will be all
important, whereas for others location will take
precedence over accomodation.

This whole process is acted upon by public
controls, In the early days of the growth of cities the
original pattern may represent the outcome of entirely
private
choices, but public controls are soon
imposed upon the privately chosen arrays of stock. As
the original "free market" pattern of stock decays it is
replaced by new accomodation, which has been
constructed within the framework of public control, and
this becomes the basis of choice for later activities.

both as a whole and in the balance between the parts,

The matching between the arrays of accomodation and
activities is affected by the behaviour of certain sets of

and the arravs do not chanae at the same rate.

"actors" in the urban scene. First of all we have the

The array of buildings or structural stock changes as new

"providers" of accomodation. Those who construct
building stock, sometimes for their own occupation but

Each of the arrays is continually growing and changing,

buildings are constructed, existing ones adapted, and
old ones demolished and replaced. The rate of change in

very often for occupation for others, Next there are the

structural stock may accelerate or decelerate over time.

space provided and who must choose between the array
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"occupiers" of accomodation, those who take up the

of stock available in the city, balancing out such
factors as the type of accomodation available, its size
and location and cost against their own needs and
resources. Finally there are the "controllers", the

about the behaviour of a single aspect of the city, and
to decide with some degree of accuracy upon the
correctness of the answers we obtain.

various sets of controls within which the providers and

The selection of a topic or facet for study becomes then
of immense importance. What kind of criteria should be
used to isolate such a topic? First, the facet chosen

occupiers must operate, This account approximates more

must be easily distinguishable from other elements in the

actors who make planning policy and manipulate the
closely to the British than the American situation, where
there would be other sets of actors representing
politicians and pressure groups.
Even at a very simple level, a view of the city which
starts from the stock of structures soon unfolds into a

most complicated pattern, which, like every other aspect
of the city, is an extraordinarily rich mine of research
themes and materials, A first task for any research
worker is to narrow the focus and to identify problems

which will be interesting and rewarding.
The Limits of Our Study
First of all let us limit our interest to the modern

industrial city. The problem springs immediately into
clearer focus. We see that the models of dealing with
change in modern cities are very different from those
adopted in other settlements and at other times. For
example, the accomodation in an African village or
encampment may be changed many times as population
expands or as new social or family groups come into

patterns of urban growth. Second, it must be an

important element in forming the general pattern of
growth and change in the city. Third, there should be a

well-documented history of policies and controls
concerning the topic chosen. Fourth, there must be
coherent and well organized data available. Finally,
the facet chosen must be some kind of "major index" of

urban growth.
A number of topics fulfil these criteria, but one in
particular stands out in the modern city - the growth of
offices. Office growth is a major index of urban growth
today. One of the main reasons for the continued
existence of modern cities is because of the focus they
provide for communications. There are many vehicles
for such communications, but much of it is carried in
pieces of paper which emanate from offices - the paper

metropolis is indeed a major phenomenon today .

The pattern of office growth in London thus fulfils all the
criteria for our research programme. It has been importan!
to London for many years, and the post-war era has been

being. But the main pattern of accomodation
remains unchanged. The temporary nature of buildings in
African villages does not alter the permanence of the
pattern. Buildings in these primitive societies are very
simple and the same form, with minor variations is used

especially critical. Major policy decisions have been

for most activifies. In modern cities the permanence of

growth in London, and lend itself to treatment in model
form.

buildings, combined with an increasingly rapid rate of
change in activities, cannot be dealt with simply by
rebuilding in the same manner as before.

A focus upon the modern industrial city brings immediate
advantages. But some difficulties arise from the

complexity of the city. Two approaches are possible; to
cover the total pattern of change in all its aspects; or to
select a single aspect or indicator of change and to study
it in some depth.

At first sight the first alternative seems most attractive.

Since the pattern of change is very complicated, and it
is difficult to separate one aspect from the next it seems
sensible to study a total pattern, even if this means

taken concerning office growth in London. A great deal
of data is available from various sources concerning the

pattern of office development in London. Finally, office
growth can be distinguished from other facets of urban

Having decided upon a topic for study, and a venue for
investigation we should set some limits on the span of

time we consider. The period for study is largely
dictated by data resources. It is only since the Town and
Country Planning Act in 1947 that office growth and

development has been subject to control, and these
controls have given rise to a considerable amount of
useful information. There are also theoretical reasons for
such a choice, The post-war years have seen a general
increase in communications activities of all kinds, so

that this period must be significant to the study of office

restricting our study to a single part of the city.

accomodation and activity in London during the years
since 1947

But there are difficulties. It is difficult to define or
isolate an area of the city which has sufficient

A First Hypothesis

coherence to support exact hypotheses and which can be

usefully related to other parts of the city. How should we
know what to measure? And if adequate measurements
were possible, how could we judge whether the answer
were right or wrong? The more we think about the

proposal to consider all aspects of change in a particular
part or parts of the city the more we see that it is not

susceptible to rigorous analysis,
By isolatinga

single

Before a research worker can ask the right questions
about his subject he must set up some hypotheses however crude - about the processes he is looking at.

Such hypotheses may be modified during the progress of
the work, but they are an essential starting point.
Consider the development of office activities as a birth-

growth -death process. Each activity seeks different

facet for study across the

whole face of the city we gain a number of advantages.
First, and most important our studies gain in precision

accomodation at different stages of its life cycle;
balancing space, rent and location, against age and
condition of structural stock, tenancy conditions, and so

and clarity. Because a single topic is brought into focus
it is possible to handle the problems with more rigour.
Second, data problems become more manageable. Third.

size, and the circumstances of birth often affect their

it is possible to formulate

for it is here that they find cheap rents which they can

testable

hypotheses

on. Activities are generated or "born" at a rather small

location. Most activities begin life in adapted premises,
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afford while they are still struggling to survive and
succeed, Some activities never succeed, but gradually

receive attention from model builders, but their
development has been slower than the more mechanical

wither away and die, leaving their premises free for

treatment afforded by transportation models and so on.
Thus a study of those who occupy office space, their

occupation by another generation. Others succeed, and
if successful most activities grow. In the process of
growth they need more space, and begin to move around
among the stock of structures in the city acquiring more
space each time, balancing out location and rent against
the kind of premises or accomodation they need. Because

behaviour, decisions and the preferences and choices

each move is made to acquire more space, more

investment is required each time. Therefore the stay in

growth in the city. And these are joined by an analysis
of the patterns of policy and control within which each

each successive piece of accomodation becomes longer,

set of "actors" operates,

as the activity sinks more and more funds into its

accomodation. At the same time the activity, because of
its growing resources, is able to devote more effort to

acquiring information about available accomodation over
a wide and wider area, Moves, in addition to taking

place at longer intervals, may be made over increasing
distances. Finally, the most successful activities grow
sufficiently large to build their own accomodation,

which influence their reasons for occupying a

particular building has been necessary. Similarly we
have investigated the providers of offices for it is their
decision which governs the final pattern of office

A detailed account of our research programme is given

elsewhere (1), and it would take too long to go into all
our work in a short paper such as this, I propose there -

fore to touch upon the modelling aspects of our study,

leaving aside more descriptive anecdotal work, which
made such a valuable contribution to the final report,

I do this because model building may be less familiar
than other aspects of our work and may be of more

where they settle down for a very long time indeed. A
new phase begins as these successful activities continue
to grow and experience problems in arranging their

general interest than those parts which apply
specifically to London.

dependent activities in a satisfactory manner. Such an

Alternative Approaches to the Office Model

outline is very crude, and does not deal with many
special cases of the growth of activities. For example,
the pattern of size and growth in professional offices
may be entirely different. But for the majority of

Our objective in constructing models of office
development was, first to understand and explain the
patterns of office growth in London since the war, and

commercial offices, which are not tied to industrial

second to discover whether there were any ’rules’ for

plants, the general pattern has some meaning.

this kind of development which might be useful for
predicting future patterns. We concentrated upon the

If the general hypothesis is correct, then old and
converted accomodation should contain a predominance

of small, young activities. These would have a history
of moves confined to their local area, although their
latest move would be over the longest distance; they

would also be planning to spend longer in their present
accomodation than in any place previously, On the

amount of office floor space at different locations and

the rate of change of office space in the city. We did
not consider office employment or rents. Our basic
spatial units of observation were a series of 500 metre

square cells, stretched across the whole of the urban
area. This unit was largely dictated by the pattern of

other hand new accomodation should contain a wider

existing land use information. Our time unit was one

mixture of longer scale activities, all of them successful

year.

and growing, many of them having moved some distance

Both models started with two very simple hypotheses. The

from their previous location.

first stated that "like breeds like"; that is to say, a cell
with a large amount of floor office space already in it
is more likely to attract further increments of office
space than a cell which has less initial space. The

We can thus begin to frame the kind of questions we

should ask about the process. Who builds offices? Who
occupies them? Why has office space grown at

particular speeds? Why is it located in particular areas
of the city? How have social control and intervention
affected the development of offices? How do office
firms make decisions about their accomodation? These
and other questions form the basis for our study.

second hypothesis suggested a distance decay factor, so
that the attraction of a particular cell for office
development, falls off as some function of distance.

Clearly both hypotheses could be upset by such things
as zoning constraints, but they did provide a starting

point.
A Plan of Work

We have tried to combine the rigorous analysis and
development typical of American work with the interest
in policy and controls which is so strong in Britain. We
have constructed some models of office growth and
development and have surrounded them with
complementary studies of different facets of the city
which have affected the process. We have adopted this
approach because it seems unlikely that at the present
time of writing, models alone can provide a full

understanding of urban patterns. The time will surely
come when mathematics can handle the problems of

urban growth in all their complexity, but just now
certain facets remain outside their scope. The
behavioural aspects of urban life are beginning to
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Our first model was essentially an exercise in the

analysis of time series, leading to a quasi-Markov
process, Markov processes have been neglected in
location analysis but they possess some interesting
properties. The essence of the approach is that the
future behaviour of the process, is independent of the
past, providing that the present state is given.
Suppose we have a series of consecutive trials, n= 0,1,
2, ..., the outcome of the n-th trial is represented by a
random variable such as Xn. We can assume that this is
discreet and takes one of the values j =.1,2, ... The
actual set of outcomes at any trial is a system of events
Ei,i= 1,2, ... These are called states of the
system and they may be finite or infinite in

Sy

number. The probability of the outcome Ej at the n th
trial is:

(n)

process, As our model stands it is not a full Markov

process because we have not followed our system through

to a stable state. However, it should be possible, by

P{X,= 1} =P,

FREE Il

so that the initial distribution is given by pi(®, If we
make Xn - 1= i and Xn = j, then the system has made
a transition Ei
Ej at the n th trial, We now need to

means of an absorbing process, to follow the flow of
floor space through states which are defined in terms of
age and type of use, to a final state of demolition. It
might provide a way, even if we were only able to
guess at some of the missing parameters, to test some

may occur in the system, If the trials are independent

interesting hypotheses, For example, to the extent that
planning controls and policies are effective, transition

we can use equation (1); but if the trials are not
independent we must write:

defined by public policies. Thus the probabilities

know the probabilities of the various transitions which

probabilities ought to differ among groups of areas

limiting office uses and demolition should be higher in

P {X = X%-1 SS Ma" hr een Ba a} „.++(2)
Thus, a Markov chain is a sequence of consequent trials

such that:

an area in which the authority generally permits new
office construction than in areas where this is not
permitted, if and only if there is a real demand for

office space where the restrictive policy is in effect.
Unfortunately our resources did not permit us to move on

P{X.= i Ba Zn X=a}=p[X =] Kae } (3)
We are often given an initial distribution and the

transition probabilities, and wish to determine the

probable distribution for each random variable Xn. The
Transition probabilities may be handled in matrices, for
which we write; P = Pi

; that is,

Pe {Fir Pz)

to testing such ideas, but the act of constructing the
model itself lead us to believe that this kind of
approach avoids some of the pitfalls of more

behavioural type modelling and that it has considerable
potential as a powerful tool in urban analysis.
However, as it stands our quasi-Markov approach does
not offer a very full explanation of the phenomena
which it considers. Explanation enters into the testing
of hypotheses through Markovian analysis and to some
extent in assigning transition probabilities, but we felt
that an alternative was needed,
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We adopted a more "traditional" approach to our

second model, the Monte Carlo simulation. At the
current stage of urban model building, simulation
continues to offer a number of advantages. As in all

model building it imposes rigorous description upon the

Paz AP3g

modeller, and it possesses some flexibility for later
modification and addition. Simulation does not provide
the kind of precision which is available in more formal
mathematical treatment but it has made considerable
A 0)

This is calleda
transition
matrix, and
all columns sum to unity. It is possible to calculate the

transition probabilities from existing data through
compiling a series of column vectors from which the

contributions to urban studies in the past and there were
good reasons for us to adopt such an approach in our
own work,

As with the Markov type model our problem was to
allocate office space to cells over a period of time. We

distribution at the first stage and the probability of

were in possession of complete data concerning the

transitions can be derived, A Markov
chain may
pass through a series of states which sometimes lead to a

amount of office space in each cell in 1957 and in 1962

steady condition which may be absorbing or ergodic,

The above description is very brief, and the subject is
much more complicated, but it does outline the
approach sufficiently for us to move on to a brief

Thus, given the 1957 situation we hoped to generate the
position for 1962, and compare our simulated pattern
with reality. There were seven stages in the simulation

permis ionsasinputs

as follows: First, given the total number of planning

buildings, change of use and extensions in period t,
estimate the values for period ++ 1%. Second, derive
that, for each of our 500 metre cells, k, there are n
lists of actual units of office space, from empirically
states of newly cqstructed office space in the t th
derived size distributions of the three types of inputs.
interval. Thus, k ij is defined by;
Third, allocate each of these individual units of office
space in turn to some cell in the region and up-date the
AS)
Ki = pl = ilk = i}
cell’s stock. Fourth, repeat stages one to three for time
t+2., Fifth, repeat this process until the estimate for
Thus each cell k has an associated N x N matrix of
1962 is generated, Sixth, recycle the process until a
transition probabilities {xPi;.}
distribution of outcomes for 1962 has been generated,
Seventh, compare the most likely outcome with the
We could compile similar matrices for change of use and
discussion of our own model, We begin by suggesting

for demolition oß office space. The transition
probabilities, k ij, depend only upon the initial state

actual 1962 position.

and so our model has some of the properties of a Markov

The simulation itself rested upon the calculation of an
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"index of attraction" for office space for each cell in a
given time-period, This index was calculated in 3 ways
First the amount of office floor space in each cell as a

In order to provide better explanation, we need to

understand the changing behaviour of urban man. The
behavioural aspects of urban societies have been studied

proportion of that existing in the whole region was

by sociologists for several decades, but it is only

calculated, Second, we computed an estimate of the

during the past few years that the importance of
understanding why people behave as they do has
begun to filter through to those concerned with the

accessibility of each cell to the twelve main line rail
terminii in the region. This was done by calculating the
reciprocals of the distances of each cell from each of the
terminii, after which the sum of these reciprocals gave

the indices for each cell, specified by;
= 2

Nie ir efeye

7

era der Ke re

I)

(0)

modelling of urban phenomena, We need to know. a lot
more about how people construct preference functions
and make choices,
Overhanging all our studies is the question of what we
mean
by explanation. We could never hope to explain everything, nor can we say that, if our model

Where i,j describes the cell containing office space, and

reproduces the real world or part of the real world, it is

u,v describes the cell containing a terminus. The third
index was simply the arithmetic mean of the first two.

disproved, Clearly, there may be many factors which

correct or true, All we know is that it has not been

we have not taken into account and which have somehow

This is not the place to go into the details of our

cancelled themselves out. Nevertheless, it may be just

simulation, but it is worth touching upon some of the
broad results which we obtained, Our main concern is

the matching between the simulation and the real world
position. It was possible to evaluate the percentage of
simulated office space to the actual amount existing in
each cell, either plus or minus. We tried various ways

of fitting the distributions we obtained and found that
the negative binomial distribution appeared to fit the
situation best. As the growth and spread of office did not
fit a Poisson distribution we inferred that it is not a

random process, It seems that there is some mechanism at

work in the spread of office which governs their pattern

of growth.
It has occurred to us that it might be possible to link our
two models by some linear programme which allocated
users to space so as to minimize rent or some function of

distance. The disaggregation necessary to get a
reasonable fit would se of some theoretical interest,

these factors which are important for a true explänation

of the phenomena with which our models deal, The
problem of explanation is common to all sciences,
although in the natural sciences one can use the

experimental method to arrive at better levels of
explanation. But as we move from the natural sciences

towards the social sciences, so the lack of experimental

conditions works against adequate explanation. We
should be very sure of our ground, our data, our

hypotheses, and our models before we claim to predict

the future outcome of present policies.
A further difficulty arises when we test our models, Even
if a model did explain certain phenomena, we could

still need to ask ’how good an explanation is this?’ We
may apply fairly standard statistical tests to compare the
outcome of model simulation and the real world, so
that we can judge whether the model offers 50 %, 70 %
or 90 % explanation, but of course, we may still not

because it would reflect different kinds of locational

know

preference functions that ought to be associated with

why

the model achieved this level of

different kinds of firms.

explanation,

Conclusions

some theoretical conclusions. The pattern of offices and
development of office space over the years follows

Our work produced conclusions concerning method and
theory, in addition to empirical findings and
suggestions for policy. For the present I shall
concentrate upon those concerning theory and model

certain "rules" of clustering and attraction. The

In spite of all these difficulties, it is possible to reach

building, and I shall also touch upon our very general

results concerning the office and urban growth. Our
conclusions for policies will be reported elsewhere .

The most basic issue has to do with the

explanation

level

of

offered by such models, Any model

based and the level of explanation which the model
provides will depend to a very large extent upon the

framing of these hypotheses. For example, a model may
demonstrate that "like attracts like", or that
"attraction increases with accessibility" but in order to
explain
why
this is so, we need to develop more

behavioural descriptions. This problem occurs again and
again in model building, especially when analogies are
borrowed from other areas of scientific activity. For

that

trips toa

given point fall off as a function of distance; but does
not tell us exact!'y
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why

when a piece of new office space comes on to the market,

can be predicted, at least for short periods. We have
demonstrated that planning approvals for new office
buildings are not random events, but follow a definite
pattern, so that initial events or permissions trigger

can only be as good as the hypotheses upon which it is

example, a gravity model, tells us

interaction of construction time, planning permission
procedures, the existing situation and the actual moment

such effects should arise .

clusters of other events, and these clusters then grow
regularly over time. Of course, we have only dealt
with short term changes, and it would be interesting to
relate our ’micro’ changes to the longer cycles of the

building industry and the national economy. We know
that building cycles are linked with other facets of
national growth, and it should.be possible to evolve an
econometric model which would incorporate the sort of
patterns which we have outlined with such longer

changes.
In general our study has confirmed that the office
function is closely tied to changes in society, and that
its present ascendancy in the centres of our cities is the
outcome of a particular phase of urban life, in which
communications are highly important but the technology

of communication is still developing. If our analysis is
correct, assuming that present trends continue and
certain technological advances occur during the next
few decades, we may find a larger number of office

jobs disappearing from the centre of the city, leaving
only an elite core behind. Eventually, with further
technological advance, even this elite may leave the
city centre, Home decision making may be the rule,
and office work may become a cottage industry! Such
changes are not likely for sometime and lie outside the
scope of our models, but they are possible. It would be
interesting to use the techniques of scientific
forecasting to write alternative scenarios for the long
range future of the office function.
But it is clear that the growth of offices and office
employment is not a passing phase. We happened to
choose a time and place when office growth was
obvious, but the underlying processes which lead to
this pattern are at work everywhere in post-industrial
societies, New York has had office booms in the post

Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Der Bericht gibt einen Überblick über die Arbeit der Joint
Unit of Planning Research in den Jahren 1964 - 67.

Einleitung: Zur Definition des Problems stelle man sich zwei
Mengen vor, die der Gebäude und die der Aktivitäten

einer City. Sie bilden ein Angebot-Nachfrage-System, das
Maß der Entsprechnung gibt die Arbeits-Effizienz der City
an.

Die Aktivitäten ändern sich schneller als das Gebäude-

angebot, damit auch die Arbeits-Effizienz. Das AngebotNachfrage-System wird gesteuert durch die Anbieter von
Gebäuden, die Nutzer und die öffentliche Kontrolle.

Abgrenzung der Studie: Es sollen die patterns von Wachstums- und Änderungsprozessen in Cities untersucht werden.

Die Größe des Untersuchungsobjekts fordert die Begrenzung
auf einen modellhaften Ausschnitt. Als solcher werden

Bürogebäude und Büronutzer gewählt, eine Begründung der
Auswahl wird nicht gegeben.

Erste Hypothesen: Eine zutreffende Hypothese betrachtet

war years, and the mushrooming of offices is a feature

die Büronutzung als Geburt - Wachstum - Tod

of many other cities throughout the world. The new
plans for Paris show office towers rising over the city,
and in Moscow great office buildings dominate much of

Neugegründete Büros arbeiten in Altbauten, ziehen bei

the scene,

-

Prozeß ,

Wachstum in neuere speziellere Gebäude bei wachsendem

Investitionsaufwand, Umzugsentfernungen werden größer.
Dieses Nutzerverhalten muß sich in der Gebäudebelegung

The changes in society which give rise to the growth of
offices seem universal and continuing. There are no

signs of demand for office work failing off, though

und dem Verhalten von Anbietern und öffentlicher Kontrolle

spiegeln. Die Fragen der weiteren Arbeiten heißen: Wer
baut? Wer nutzt? Wachstumsursachen? Welche Beein-

there are some indications that the location of office

flussungsmöglichkeit ;hat die öffentliche Kontrolle? usw.

jobs is changing. It is just possible that we are at the
beginning of a new stage in the evolution of the office

wachstum und -entwicklung aufgestellt, ergänzt durch

Durchführung: Es wurden verschiedene Modelle von Büro-

function, when it will become subdivided into

Studien ohne Modellcharakter. Letzteres, da die Modell-

different sets of activities, some of which will need to

bautechniken noch nicht für die Darstellung komplexer
City-Prozesse ausreichen. Die gesamte Arbeit soll 1969

remain clustered closely together, while other parts
may be dispersed or diffused according to the
residential patterns of office workers. Such a pattern
may be emerging already in some cities of the United
States, such as Houston Texas. But for the time being
it seems likely that London will continue to exert its

pull. The signs, such as they are, indicate that the
central clustering of office activities will remain the
most important single element in the country, so far as
tertiary and quaternary activities are concerned, The

sheer number of offices and office jobs which already
exist in central London assure it of a dominant

veröffentlicht werden.
Modelle: Ein erstes Modell behandelt die patterns der

Büroverteilung und ihrer zeitlichen Veränderung seit
1945.

Es ist im wesentlichen eine Zeitreihenanalyse und

anschließende Behandlung als Markov-Prozeß, dieser wird
näher erläutert. Das zweite Modell beschreibt die örtliche Zuordnung von Büros zu vorher definierten Gebiets-

einheiten der City durch Monte-Carlo-Simulation. Das
Ergebnis ist die Prognose der Bürodichte in den Gebietseinheiten.

position for several decades to come. What is more, the

image

of London still attracts "ideas men" and

"ideas industries" - those who will assume an ever

Schlußfolgerungen: Die Aussagefähigkeit der Arbeiten wird
diskutiert, zukünftige Arbeiten werden thematisch angege-

increasing importance in post industrial society. These

ben. - Eine mögliche Aussage ist, daß Büronutzungen in

people come to the metropolis for special reasons of

wachsender Zahl die City verlassen werden falls keine

access to others of their kind - they are not put off by

Trendumkehrung der Einflußgrößen stattfindet. Vorläufig

the high cost of living, and often welcome the
overcrowding of a large capital city,

wird die Anziehungskraft von Cities wie London noch an-

For London

is

a capital city, as well as being one

of the world’s great ports, and the financial, business
and political heart of the country. There is no
equivalent in the United States and very few anywhere
else in the world. New York is no capital city, and Los
Angeles misses huge sectors of those ideas activities,
which are squashed together in the few square miles of
central London. In the long run such a peculiar
dominance may turn out to be unbalanced, and will
wither away, but in the short term it is unlikely to be

swept aside.

A

halten, möglicherweise wird später eine Trennung der Büronutzungen stattfinden, in solche, die die Zusammenfassung
in einer City erfordern und solche, die durch verbesserte

Kommunikationsmittel geographisch ungebunden sind.

(1) COWAN et al, "The office, A Facet of Urban
Growth"

mimeograph (2 Vols) Joint Unit for
Planning Research, London 1967.

To be published by Messrs.
Heinemann. Summer 1969.
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